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Hermitage Single Estate Cognacs 
 

Hermitage Cognac was founded by David Baker for whom, more than sixty years ago, wine tasting became an obsession.  Soon 

he was looking for drinks with more diverse and complex flavours.  Cognac won the day and the company was formed. 

Hermitage seek history and provenance in their cognacs which are either vintages from the year of harvesting, or age 

statements, with defined years of barrel ageing. 

Cognacs from the Grande Champagne mature more slowly, but this is an advantage.  They can remain in their casks for longer, 

drawing on the oak that will, after decades of ageing, provide the intense richness known as rancio. 

Their cognacs are very special so only those from single estates are acceptable.  Each handpicked cognac reflects the terroir of 

its origin and the dedicated skills, accrued over generations, of the family who produced it. 

For decades they have striven to provide cognacs of the very highest quality.  Their experience and understanding of old 

cognacs, and their bookmarks in history, has provided them with an intimate relationship with both the cellars from where they 

come and the cognacs themselves.  They are passionate about passing this knowledge on to their colleagues to help develop an 

understanding of these precious spirits and their sales. 
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Hermitage Single Estate Cognacs 

 

Year/Age Cru Presentation Abv   

2010 Grande Champagne GB 43%   

2008 Grande Champagne* GB 45%   

1995 Grande Champagne* GB 43%   

1993 Grande Champagne GB 47%   

1991 Grande Champagne GB 41%   

1990 Grande Champagne* GB 47%   

1988 Grande Champagne* GB 40%   

1987 Grande Champagne* GB 47%   

1970 Fins Bois PB 45%   

1969 Petite Champagne PB 44%   

1967 Petite Champagne* PB 41%   

1966 Grande Champagne PB 43.5%   

1960 Grande Champagne* PB 47%   

1957 Grande Champagne PB 41%   

1955 Grande Champagne* PB 42.5%   

1952 Grande Champagne* PB 45.5%   

1950 Grande Champagne* PB 41.5%   

1948 Grande Champagne* PB 44.4%   

1947 Grande Champagne PB 41.5%   

1945 Grande Champagne* PB 42%   

1944 Grande Champagne* PB 42.3%   

1940 Grande Champagne* PB 42.5%   

1938 Grande Champagne PB 40.5%   

1923 Grande Champagne* PB 43%   

1920 Grande Champagne* PB 45.5%   

1917 Grande Champagne PB 42.5%   

1914 Borderies* PB 44%   

1900 Grande Champagne (Salles d’Angles) PB 41.5%   

1900 Grande Champagne (Bouteville) PB 47.5%   

1893 Grande Champagne WB 41%   

1890 Grande Champagne* WB 43%   

1885 Grande Champagne WB 46%   

1880 Grande Champagne WB 40%   

      
10yo Grande Champagne GB 40%   

20yo Grande Champagne* D, GB 42%   

Café 20 Grande Champagne* GB 42%   

25yo Grande Champagne* D, GB 43%   

30yo Grande Champagne* D, GB 43%   

40yo Grande Champagne* PB 44%   

50yo Grande Champagne* PB 43.5%   

60yo Grande Champagne PB 40.5%   

65yo Petite Champagne PB 48%   

70yo Grande Champagne PB 42%   

Marie Louise Grande Champagne* 1L D, WB 43%   

 

* denotes an award-winning cognac. Please see full product notes from page 10.   
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Armagnac and Calvados 

 

Delord (Bas Armagnac) 

Delord are a highly regarded producer of Bas Armagnac. The house style exhibits a complexity of aromas and flavours including walnut, prune, nutmeg, 

cinnamon and dried peels. All expressions are offered in a traditional green, 70cl Basquaise bottle with very attractive presentation.  

Age/Vintage Presentation Abv   
     
15yo GB 40%   
20yo GB 40%   
25yo GB 40%   
1991 WB 40%   
1981 WB 40%   
1971 WB 40%   
1961 WB 40%   

 

The above vintage Armagnacs are a small selection from our wider offering which includes the complete range of vintages from Delord and several other Bas 

Armagnac producers.  Vintages from almost every year from the beginning of the 20th Century are available. Please enquire for pricing and availability on specific 

vintages.  

 

Chateau de Bordeneuve (Bas Armagnac) 

A well-respected producer in the heart of the Bas region, the Gausch family have been distilling for many generations.  

Age/Vintage Presentation Abv   
     
Baron de Sainte-Fauste 10yo  40%   
Domaine de Gachot 1980 WB 45%   
Domaine de Guilhombeyrie 1960 WB 40%   

 

Domaine de Cassagnoles (Tenareze) 

The 5 yo has the traditional plummy style with a touch of greengage flavour and a clean finish. Its tremendous value makes a perfect entry-point armagnac and 

the Blanche is the best of its type we have found.  

Age/Vintage Presentation Abv   
     
Blanche  45%   
5yo GB 42%   

 

Dupont (Calvados AOC Pays d’Auge) 

The Dupont family have been growing apples and distilling on their 30 hectare estate for over 130 years and have always had a focus on quality. Located 

between Caen and Lisieux, Dupont’s house style typically exhibits rich tarte tatin notes with citrus, honey, oak spice, blossom, and roasted nuts.  

Age/Vintage Presentation Abv   
     
Plus de 12yo GB 42%   
Plus de 20yo GB 42%   
Plus de 30yo GB 41%   
1988 GB 42%   
1980 GB 45%   
1977 GB 41%   
1975 WB 41%   
Pommes Captive GB 40%   
     
Dream Cream Liqueur GB 15%   
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Available Armagnac Vintages 
 

 Delord Castarede Other  Delord Castarede Other 

1918 √   1966 √   

1921 √   1967 √ √  

1928 √   1968 √  Clos des Saveurs 

1929 √   1969 √ √ Clos des Saveurs 

1930 √   1970 √ √  

1931 √   1971 √ √  

1932 √   1972 √   

1933 √   1973 √ √ Domaine du Cardinat 

1934 √   1974 √   

1935 √   1975 √ √  

1936 √  Baron de Lustrac 1976 √  Clos des Saveurs 

1937 √  Clos des Saveurs 1977 √ √ Domaine du Cardinat 

1938  √  1978 √ √  

1939 √  Darbeau 1979 √   

1940 √ √ Baron de Sigognac 1980 √  Bordeneuve 

1941 √   1981 √ √  

1942 √   1982 √ √  

1943 √  Darbeau 1983 √   

1944 √ √  1984 √   

1945 √  Clos des Saveurs 1985 √   

1946 √ √  1986 √   

1947   Chateau de Laubade 1987 √  Domaine de Larriou 

1948 √   1988 √  Clos des Saveurs 

1949 √  Baron de Lustrac 1989 √  Bordeneuve 

1950 √  Clos des Saveurs 1990 √  Clos des Saveurs 

1951 √  Darbeau 1991 √ √  

1952 √ √  1992 √ √  

1953  √ Clos des Saveurs 1993   Clos des Saveurs 

1954 √  Domaine du Cardinat 1994 √ √ Domaine du Cardinat 

1955 √  Montal 1995 √   

1956   Clos des Saveurs 1996 √   

1957  √ Clos des Saveurs 1997 √ √  

1958   Montal 1998 √   

1959 √ √ Montal 1999 √   

1960 √ √  2000 √   

1961 √   2001 √   

1962 √ √  2002 √   

1963 √ √  2003 √  Bordeneuve 

1964 √       
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Eaux de Vie, Liqueurs and Pineau des Charentes 
 

Nusbaumer (Alsace) 

Nusbaumer are an independent, family-owned artisanal distillery in heart of the Alsace. Founded by Jos Nusbaumer in 1947, the distillery is located in Stiege, a 

small town in the Vosge valleys, to the south-west of Strasbourg. There are several factors that make Stiege an ideal place to distil fruit spirits; there’s 

exceptional mountain spring water, high altitude allowing lower distillation pressure leading to richer aromas, and a microclimate with significant temperature 

variations that has a positive impact on fermentation, maceration and ageing.  

 

Eaux de Vie Size Abv Presentation   

      
Poire Williams 35cl 43%    

 70cl 43%    

Framboise Sauvage 35cl 45%    

 70cl 45%    

Mirabelle 35cl 45%    

 70cl 45%    

Marc Gewurtztraminer 70cl 45%    

      
Eaux de Vie Exception      

      
Poire Williams Rouge 70cl 43% GB   

Vieille Prune (8yo Chestnut) 70cl 40% GB   

 

 

Liqueur Size Abv   

     

Double Crème de Cassis 70cl 18%   

Crème de Framboise des Bois 70cl 20%   

Crème de Mures 70cl 20%   

Crème de Peche de Vignes 70cl 18%   

Ratafia de Girottes (Cherry) 70cl 20%   

Liqueur de Sureau 
(Elderflower) 

70cl 20%   

Liqueur de Fraise de Bois 70cl 25%   

 

 

Pineau des Charentes 

 

Producer and Style Size Abv Age   
      
Montifaud Blanc  75cl 17% 4yo   
Montifaud Blanc 75cl 17% 10yo   
Montifaud Rouge 75cl 17% 4yo   
Montifaud Rouge 75cl 17% 10yo   
Bertrand Rosé 75cl 17% 5yo   
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Single Malt Whisky and Gin  
 

Mosgaard Distillery 

Founded by Jes and Gitte Mosgaard on the Danish island of Funen, the distillery produces award winning and organic-certified single malt whisky and gin. Jes 

and Gitte transformed an old farm into an artisan distillery with a mission of taking Scottish traditions a step further by adding Danish flavours, design and 

heritage. The distillery is by the coast and the organic barley is grown in a Danish national park in the west of the country. The single malts have been awarded 

top honours at World Whisky Awards with the Pedro Ximenez Cask winning Best Danish Single Malt in 2021. All Mosgaard products are bottled at 50cl and all 

are certified organic.  

 

Single Malt Whisky  Size Abv Presentation   
      
Pedro Ximenez Cask (Batch 5)  50cl 46.4% GB   
Oloroso Cask (Batch 8)  50cl 46.2% GB   
Port Cask (Batch 2)  50cl 48.3% GB   

 

 

Organic Gin  Size Abv   
     
Dry Gin 50cl 40%   
Tangerine Gin 50cl 40%   
Filipa Apple Gin 50cl 40%   
Cask Aged Gin (Oloroso) 50cl 40%   

 

 

 

Grappa, Vermouth and Bitters 
 

Montanaro (arriving September 2021) 

Since their founding in 1885, Montanaro have concentrated on working with the best wine makers in Piedmont, with a focus on Barolo. They produce grappas 

with outstanding varietal characteristics as well as a range of exceptional vermouths and apertivos. The Barbera is unaged, the Moscato and Barolo have spent 

some time in cask, the Barolo Cannubi is extensively cask aged. 

     
Grappa Size Abv   
     
Moscato 50cl 40%   
Barolo 50cl 43%   
Barbera 50cl 43%   
Barolo Cannubi 50cl 43%   
     
Vermouth di Torino & Bitters     
     
Extra Dry 75cl 18%   
Bianco 75cl 16%   
Rosso 75cl 16%   
Barolo Chinato 50cl 16.5%   
6pm Apertivo 1 litre 16%   
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Hermitage Vintage Single Estate Cognacs (Tasting Notes and Awards) 
 

2010 Grande Champagne 

Aromas of butterscotch, lychee and toffee help to define the natural richness of this carefully balanced cognac.  The butterscotch is also present on the tongue 
with sweet spices, mocha and toffee which fade to hints of apricot and mandarin on the tail.  A fine example from the Chez Richon stills. GB. Abv: 43%.  

 

2008 Grande Champagne 

Exceptional, a masterpiece. A rich and complex blend of flavours normally only found in very old cognacs with baked apples, cinnamon, toffee and pistachio then 
rambutan, mango, passion fruit and sweet orange on the tail. Great balance, pure magic. GB. Abv: 45%.  

Luxury Spirits Masters 2020 – Gold 

 

1995 Grande Champagne  

A lucky find with a stunning complexity of flavour: butterscotch, cocoa, walnuts and baked apple peel with mandarins and damsons on the tail. This is a rich and 
beautifully balanced cognac. GB. Abv: 43%.  

Global Luxury Masters 2019 – Gold 

 

1993 Grande Champagne 

A very well-balanced cognac with an intriguing nose; cherry wood and muscat grape interlaced with walnuts and spice. The palate starts with dried mango, 

sultana and saffron which move to macadamias then kumquat and grapefruit peel on the finish. GB.  Abv: 47%.  

 

1991 Grande Champagne 

Made on a small, shallot shaped still and with nearly three decades maturing, there are flavours of rich spices, toffee brittle with some pineapple and dried 

orange peel on the tail. Very limited availability. GB.  Abv: 41%.  

 

1990 Grande Champagne 

The nose opens with sweet spice then wild cherry, walnut and ginger. The palate shows intricately woven flavours of marmalade, pistachio, pear, guava and 

kumquat, surrounded by nuts and spice. GB. Abv: 47%.  

Cognac Masters 2021 – Master 

 

1988 Grande Champagne 

The predominant house style of this estate shows through in this cognac; the small and narrow still head produces a fruity flavour with citrus and spicy tones. 

Roasted walnut, pineapple, pepper, and oak on the nose. A rich palate of soft spices with a sweet texture. Roasted walnuts, spice, and toffee. GB. Abv: 40%.  

Cognac Masters 2013 – Gold 

  

1987 Grande Champagne 

There are aromas of cigar box, dried fig and cherry wood which complement the flavours of marsala, wild cherry, dried fig, and roasted walnuts. Its long, dried 

orange peel finish is typical of so many of these great cognacs. GB. Abv: 47%.  

Cognac Masters 2017 – Gold  

 

1970 Fins Bois 

It is rare to find cognacs from the Fins Bois in the Hermitage range but this one is special. Aged for more than 40 years, there is a complexity of many wonderful 

flavours including biscuits, butter, honey, cinnamon, marmalade and rich fruit cake to finish. It is a joy to taste. PB. Abv: 45%.  
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1969 Petite Champagne 

It is easily forgotten that Petite Champagne cognacs can be as fine as those from the Grande Champagne. The 1969 has aromas of straw, papaya, and honey 

whilst the palate excels with pear, nutmeg, ginger, banana and saffron. A fine, well-balanced and well-aged cognac. PB. Abv: 44%.  

 

1967 Petite Champagne  

A little piece of Hermitage bliss, this complex cognac has many charming and attractive qualities. Mature, yet youthful and light, the nose has toffee, toast, 

sandalwood, honeysuckle, and wild cherry. There are flavours of mangosteen, cherry, muscat, dried fig, allspice and even a hint of turmeric on the finish. PB. 

Abv: 41%.  

Cognac Masters 2017 – Gold 

 

1966 Grande Champagne  

After long ageing in oak casks, this fine cognac has developed aromas of mangosteen, cedar, and hay. There is also mangosteen on the palate with a complexity 

of Bramley apple, pear, toast, nutmeg, and a long finish of orange zest. Very limited availability. PB. Abv: 43.5%.  

 

1960 Grande Champagne  

A beautifully complex, fine cognac from the southern part of Grande Champagne. There are aromas of tobacco, sour plum, liquorice, and roasted coffee. An 

initial burst of dark chocolate on the palate is followed by a host of different flavours including pork crackle, liquorice, marzipan, turmeric, and kumquat. This is 

an astonishingly fine cognac. PB. Abv: 47%.  

International Wine and Spirits Competition 2020 - Gold Outstanding & Cognac Trophy Winner 

 

1958 Borderies                                                                                                                                                                 

Borderies is the smallest cru of Cognac but produces some of the best flavours, especially amongst the older cognacs from the region. This has flavours of 

cashew nuts, raisins, medlars and cinnamon and there is a good rancio from more than 40 years of barrel ageing. PB. Abv: 42%.  

Cognac Masters 2018 – Gold 

 

1957 Grande Champagne                                                                                                           

A superb cognac from the western end of the cru with a delightful initial aroma of ginger, sweet spices, linden and white truffle and exceptional flavours of 

roasted almonds, truffle, porcini, and macadamia nuts. There is a long but balanced grapefruit peel finish.  PB. Abv: 41%.  

 

1955 Grande Champagne 

Having matured in cask for over fifty years, this cognac has developed some delightful notes of pear and pineapple on the nose then rosemary, blackberry, and a 

little truffle. There is more blackberry on the palate alongside mangosteen, melon, some walnut and a little ginger. PB. Abv: 42.5%.  

International Wine and Spirits Competition 2021 - Gold 

 

1952 Grande Champagne                                                                                                         

A magnificent exemplar of finesse and elegance with delightful aromas of nutmeg, allspice and dark chocolate with citrus peel and kumquat. The palate reveals 

layers of rich flavours then fresher notes with black truffle, toast, walnuts then stewed plums, clafoutis, and Turkish Delight. This all sits over a background of 

sweet spices and grapefruit peel - typical notes found in cognacs from this part of the cru. More than 55 years in cask. PB. Abv: 45.5%.  

 International Wine and Spirits Competition 2021 - Gold 
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1950 Grande Champagne  

Aged for over 50 years, the nose is herbs and spice with bay leaves, ginger, allspice, cloves. These continue to the palate with white truffle, plum crumble, and 

the zest of blood oranges. This is an exceptionally fine and well-balanced cognac. More than 55 years in cask. PB. Abv: 41.5%.  

International Wine and Spirit Competition 2019 – Gold Outstanding 

 

1948 Grande Champagne 

In cask for more than half a century, the 1948 is rich and complex and has developed a wonderful, long-lasting rancio. Aromas of fern, violets, allspice, and 

vanilla. There are flavours of pineapple syrup, sweet spices, baked apple, rich plum and shortbread. More than 55 years in cask. PB. Abv: 44.4%.  

International Wine and Spirit Competition 2018 – Gold Outstanding 

 

1947 Grande Champagne   

A rare vintage, this cognac has developed a good rancio and a fragrance of fallen medlars, sweet spices, cocoa, truffle and plum. The palate shows more flavours 

of sweet spices and medlars, muscat grapes, pineapple, and lime with a rich, raisin finish. This superbly balanced cognac will not be around for long.  More than 

60 years in cask. PB. Abv: 41.5%.  

 

1945 Grande Champagne 

An initial aroma of pork crackling continues to cumin, green walnut, and fennel. Balanced and elegant, there are flavours of lychee, passion fruit, rosemary, and 

cocoa with a long grapefruit tail. Approx. 55 years in cask. PB. Abv: 42%.  

International Wine and Spirit Competition 2019 – Gold 

 

1944 Grande Champagne 

A truly wonderful cognac with aromas of passion fruit, orange blossom, plums, fig and muscat grapes. The palate provides a rich complexity of flavours: plums, 

sultanas, muscat grapes, pineapple, cinnamon, and toffee are all wrapped up in a rich rancio and dried citrus peel flavours last for ages on the palate. Approx. 55 

years in cask. PB. Abv: 42.3%.  

International Wine and Spirit Competition 2018 – Gold Outstanding 

 

1940 Grande Champagne 

There are aromas of chestnut and truffle that continue to the palate which also has hickory, ginger, cloves, liquorice, and damson. A hint of grapefruit on the tail 

of this well-balanced cognac which is long and delicious. PB. Abv: 42.5%.  

International Wine and Spirit Competition 2019 – Gold 

 

1938 Grande Champagne  

A rare and distinguished vintage presented at its cask strength, the aromas of iris, hay, and balsa wood lead to flavours of macadamia, cashew, delicate fresh 

herbs, fresh bread and finally orange zest. PB. Abv: 40.5%. £649.00   

 

1923 Grande Champagne 

A particularly fine example of a 1920s cognac from the southern part of the cru around Lignières. Sloes and damson on the nose. Utterly delicious with flavours 

of passion fruit, damson, macadamia nuts and dried mandarin peel. It has a fine and intense rancio. Over 60 years in cask. PB: Abv: 43%.  

Global Luxury Masters 2019 – Gold 
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1920 Grande Champagne  

A mature masterpiece from the heart of Grande Champagne that has developed a rich complexity of taste and fragrance. On the nose there is cherrywood, 

banana, liquorice, and ripe pineapple whilst flavours of turmeric, cherry, cocoa, madeira wine, liquorice and dried figs complement a rich rancio. Over 70 years in 

cask. PB. Abv: 45.5%.  

Luxury Spirits Masters 2020 – Gold Outstanding 

 

1917 Grande Champagne (Limited Edition) 

A lucky find from a single 30 litre bonbonne stored in an old cellar for many years. An exceedingly fine cognac but regrettably the house no longer exists so this 

will be the last of this vintage. Displaying many characteristic qualities of the period, the flavour is on the dry side with oaky and bitter grapefruit flavours typical 

of the area. Over 60 years in cask.  PB. Abv: 42.5%.  

 

1914 Borderies 

From a single bonbonne found in an old cellar to the north of Cognac, there is a wonderful aroma of mocha, nutmeg, pineapple syrup and roasted almond. On 

the palate there is a big wave of flavour and an intense richness with a powerful rancio. Notes of chocolate, burnt sugar and brazil nuts. PB. Abv: 44%.  

Cognac Masters 2012 – Masters Award 

 

1900 Grande Champagne (Salles d’Angles) 

This deep gold cognac has spent over 70 years in an oak barrel gradually developing an intense and powerful flavour of liquorice and truffle with pear, kumquat, 

and grapefruit peel. Coupled with this is a dry rancio, proof of its long ageing in oak.   PB. Abv: 41.5%.  

 

1900 Grande Champagne (Bouteville)  

Finding 1900 cognacs is always difficult so we are delighted to be able to offer two of them. This 1900 from Bouteville has a hint of tobacco, almond and medlar 

on the nose and a powerful attack on the palate of complex flavours including dry fruit and spices. PB. Abv: 47.5%.  
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Le Paradis d’Hermitage: 19th Century Cognacs (Tasting Notes and Awards)   
 

1893 Grande Champagne 

An intensely rich rancio aroma with mushroom, saffron, ginger, cedar and sultanas, all of which develop into dried figs and green cardamom. On the palate, the 

saffron combines with crystallised orange and toffee brittle. There are hints of fresh dough mixed with mangosteen, lychee, and a host of mixed spices. It is 

balanced well and has a long finish which probably lasts for half an hour on the palate. WB. Abv: 41%.  

 

1890 Grande Champagne 

This remarkable cognac has spent more than 80 years in its oak cask slowly developing its rich aromas and complex flavours. There are aromas of marmalade, 

thyme, banana and spices with a rich and lovely complexity of flavours including mandarin, toffee brittle, allspice, marmalade, gingerbread and roasted nut 

flavours.  Beautifully balanced, the flavours surround the tongue with a rich velvet softness which enhances the intense rancio.  WB. Abv: 43%.  

International Wine and Spirits Competition 2021 – Gold 

 

1885 Grande Champagne  

This cognac was aged in two different barrels, for a total of more than 110 years and the effect is stunning with notes of demerara, madeira, roasted walnuts, 

liquorice, burnt toffee and a complexity of many rich and defined flavours which are enhanced by its superb balance. The rancio is incredibly intense and rich. 

This is a masterpiece which will never be repeated. WB. Abv: 46%.  

 

1880 Grande Champagne  

Long ageing in oak casks has provided a wonderful complexity of aromas and taste. Bringing this masterpiece to the nose, the richness of a deep rancio is 

present with mature pineapple, muscat grapes, cloves, and ginger. On the palate there are great flavours of pineapple, mangosteen, medlar, sweet spices, fig 

and cocoa.  WB. Abv: 40%.  

 

Pre-Phylloxera Cognac 

We maintain small stocks of these increasingly rare bottlings. Our offering changes regularly. Please enquire for further details.  

 

Hermitage Single Estate Cognacs with Age Statements (Tasting Notes and Awards) 
 

10yo Grande Champagne 

Soft spice and coffee with toffee apples then citrus and tropical fruit in the background. Aged for a minimum of ten years to achieve an excellent balance. GB. 

Abv: 40%.  

 

20yo Grande Champagne  

A deep, golden cognac with a wonderful aroma of toffee with roasted nut, some spices, coffee, and a hint of pineapple. D, GB. Abv: 42%.  

Cognac Masters 2020 – Gold 

 

Café 20 Grande Champagne  

A rich, robust, dark cognac with hints of mocha, coffee, and roasted walnuts. During the 18th and 19th centuries, in London and other capitals of Europe, cognac 

was often enjoyed with dark coffees, sweetmeats or pastries. Hermitage Café 20 is for those who enjoy the excitement and joy of 21st century café culture. GB. 

Abv: 42%.  

Cognac Masters 2020 – Gold 

25yo Grande Champagne 

From grapes grown in three vineyards in the very best parts of the cru. A multitude of aromas and flavours develop in the glass, but only if you can manage to 

keep it in there long enough. D, GB. Abv: 43%.  

Cognac Masters 2011 – Masters Award   International Wine and Spirit Competition 2013 – Gold 
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30yo Grande Champagne  

The aroma has a high level of complexity with mocha, rich toffee on the nose and roasted walnuts. It has a rich nutty, spice and coffee flavour with a mature 

pineapple background. D, GB. Abv: 43%.  

International Wine and Spirit Competition 2018 – Gold  

 

40yo Grande Champagne  

 From a private collection of a major producer in the centre of Grande Champagne. There are aromas of freshly mown grass, lychee, pears, and guava. Plummy 

flavours on the palate extending to vanilla, pear and kumquat. A cognac which would go well with a fine cigar. PB. Abv: 44%.  

Cognac Masters 2020 – Masters Award 

 

50yo Grande Champagne 

Aged for over fifty years in damp cellars and worthy of careful deliberation. A wonderful initial aroma of warm fruit cake, sultanas, plums and hints of rancio. 

Fruit cake on the palate with tropical fruit, intense rancio followed by orange syrup and porcini. Utterly stunning. PB. Abv: 43.5%.  

International Wine and Spirit Competition 2021 – Gold Outstanding & Cognac Trophy Winner 

 

50yo Petite Champagne  

This is a fine example of the cellar master’s skill with a rich rancio and sweet spices to savour. PB. Abv: 41%.  

Cognac Masters 2013 – Gold 

 

60yo Grande Champagne 

This was made by one of France’s finest distillers and exhibits qualities much sought after by experts and connoisseurs. There is an absolutely magical aroma, 

and the palate shows roasted nuts, citrus peel, tobacco, nutmeg, limes and kumquats all enhanced with a rancio that marries them together in a totally balanced 

harmony and long aftertaste.  PB. Abv: 40.5%.  

 

65yo Petite Champagne 

This cognac comes from Réaux in Petite Champagne and is light in colour for its age yet has many rich qualities. Flavours of toffee, vanilla and mocha make it a 

truly delicious cognac with beautiful, smooth, round qualities. PB. Abv: 48%.  

 

70yo Grande Champagne 

It is rare to find a cognac that has aged for this long in oak barrels and as such has developed a deep rancio. The flavour is of intense mushroom, roasted nut and 

a range of other flavours including dry spice, leather, tobacco, and it has elegant, oaky qualities. PB. Abv: 42%.  

 

Marie Louise 70 Year Old Grande Champagne in a Crystal Decanter 

This cognac is the result of years of work with one of the very finest distillers in Cognac. It is offered in decanters produced by Cumbria Crystal, the last producer 

of completely hand-blown and hand-cut, full lead, luxury English crystal in the UK. The complex aromas, intensity and depth of flavours developed during its 

careful distillation and ageing have created a masterpiece of smoothness and an intensely rich rancio found only in the rarest of cognacs. This truly great cognac 

is named after Marie Louise, the second wife of Napoleon Bonaparte and mother of Napoleon II. 1 litre. D, WB. Abv: 43%.  

Cognac Masters 2018 – Grand Master Award Best Cognac 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To place an order or for further enquiries: 

info@bunchandbushel.com 

or 

+44 (0)1225 863 988. 

 

The minimum order for free delivery is a value of £400 excluding VAT and can be any combination of single bottles. 

 

Retail pricing at 30% margin is shown as an illustration and is not a suggested selling price.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bunch & Bushel, 

Unit 1, 

87 Trowbridge Road, 

Bradford on Avon 

Wiltshire, 

BA15 1EG 

 

 

www.bunchandbushel.com 

 

mailto:info@bunchandbushel.com

